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ounces. The pistol was equipped with SIGLITE®
night sights, which are standard. The trigger is a
true double-action-only, with a smooth and easily
controllable six-pound pull. 

I’ll say at the outset, being an unreconstructed
old fart, I’ve been no great fan of polymer-framed
guns or 9mms. This SIG has made me a believer.
At the range, the P250 is a great shooter. Even
though it’s designed as a
defensive handgun and not
a target pistol, it will easily
group within three inches
at 25 yards from the bench.
The sights are clear and
sharp, and from an offhand
position, the gun points
instinctively. I no longer
have any pretenses about
being a competitive shot,
but the P250 makes me look good. The DAO trig-
ger has built-in second- or third-strike capability,
and feels perfectly natural, even to an old 1911
guy. The controls are ambidextrous, a plus for us
southpaws. For reloading, the 16-round maga-
zine jumps out when you push the release but-
ton, and the magazine well is enormous, facili-
tating rapid reloads.

Disassembling the P250 is quite straightfor-
ward. Typical SIG. Simply drop the magazine,
retract the slide, and lock it open with the slide
catch lever. Then rotate the takedown lever clock-
wise as far as it will go, let the slide assembly go
forward gently, and slip it off the frame. To remove
the modular frame and fire control assembly, just
pull the takedown lever out of the grip frame, and

the whole unit can be lift-
ed right out. The instruc-
tion manual that comes
with the P250 is clearly
illustrated and complete,
and as close to idiot-proof
as any I’ve seen. As one
who has written his share
of firearms instruction
manuals, I am impressed!

The SIG P250 comes
in a lockable hardcase, with the obligatory
cable padlock and a certificate for $10 off on
an NRA membership. At only $699 MSRP (and
nobody pays MSRP), it’s an altogether too
tempting proposition!
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“Think of it as the 
Mr. Potato Head for

firearms aficionados”
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Deluxe Mooncliptool

There are plenty of tools available to load or
strip moon clips, but this is the only tool that

does BOTH. Stop hurting your fingers! The Deluxe
Mooncliptool is CNC-machined out of aluminum
and hard anodized. Mooncliptools are made in
the USA by a machinist who’s an avid shooter.

To use the Mooncliptool, simply place a moon
clip on the arbor and use the lever to press the
round into the clip. The lever has a spring return
for easy one-handed operation.

The rings on the handle end of the tool are for
stripping fired cartridge cases from the moon clip.
The moon clip bears against a recess that gives
you a huge mechanical advantage – you simply
place the spent case in the ring and pry. When the
case is free of the moon clip, it drops through the
hole in the ring.
Six-shot .45 ACP N-Frame G24-19456 $39.95
Eight-shot .357 N-Frame G24-19457 39.95

USEThis Pen to write a letter to your
favorite anti-gun politician or

newspaper editor! Granted, it probably won’t
do all that much good, but you’ll feel great
while you’re writing it.

Since it’s made to look and feel like a
loaded .30-06 cartridge, we strongly recom-
mend against taking it along in your carry on
luggage; but it’s really handy to stick in your
pocket for everyday use. Makes a great gift!
Dillon-Aught-Six Pen     G24-19924    $3.95
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